[Nested model selection for longitudinal data using information criteria and the conditional adjustment strategy].
Knowledge of the subject matter plays a vital role when attempting to choose the best possible linear mixed model to analyze longitudinal data. To date, in the absence of strong theory, much of the work has focused on modeling the covariance matrix by comparing non-nested models using selection criteria. In this paper, we compare the performance of conditional likelihood ratio test (LRT) and several versions of information criteria for selecting nested mean structures and/or nested covariance structures, assuming that the true data-generating processes are known. Simulation results indicate that the efficient criteria performed better than their consistent counterparts when covariance structures used in the data generation were complex, and worse when structures were simple. The conditional LRT under full maximum likelihood (FML) estimation was better overall than the other criteria in terms of selection performance. However, under restricted maximum likelihood (REML), estimation was inferior. We also find that the strategy suggested in the statistical literature of using REML for covariance structure selection, and FML for mean structure selection may be misleading.